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The identification function of trademark is not only the original function
but also the basic function, occupying an important position in the trademark
law. The range of the identification function of trademark is the life of trade
mark. The identification function of trademark is the existential foundation of
trademark, so the damage to trademark ultimately is the infringement of the
identification function. As a result, the damage to trademark adequately
achieving the extent to infringement of the identification function of
trademark should be directly identified trademark infringement. The
theoretical discussion is verified by judicial practice, for example, the case of
blue storm adjudicated by the supreme court of the province of zhejiang、 the
case of Arsenal and Opel adjudicated by European Court of Justice , all of
which directly applied the criterion of the identification function of trade
mark. Consequently, we must continue to discuss the following question,
what is the theoretical foundation of the above-mentioned criterion? What is
the property of the criterion? What is the specific application rules of the
criterion? What is the relationship between the former criterion and the
criterion of likelihood of confusion and antidilution? The paper will be
divided into four chapters to discuss the former issues.
In the first chapter, the author will overview the historical evolution of
identification function of trademark, and discuss the specific object of
identification of trademark in the different historical stage. At the same time,
the author will investigate the relationship between the identification function
and its extended function, such as quality assurance function、 the advertising
function and the function of highlighting identity and character.
In the second chapter, the author will establish the triangular structure of













same time, the author will investigate the operation mechanism of the
identification function of trademark at the base of the triangular structure.
In the third chapter, the author will establish the space model of the range
of trademark rights—the circle of trademark rights—at the base of the
triangular structure. At the same time, the author will classify the traditional
trademark rights and discover that the classification strictly correspond the
circle of trademark rights.
In the fourth chapter， the author will investigate the criterion of the
identification function of trademark in practice and theory, explain the
relationship between the former criterion and the criterion of likelihood of
confusion and antidilution. At the same time, the author will reveal that the
criterion of the identification function of trademark is a principled criterion
and explore the specific application rules of the criterion.
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